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For more information, scan the
QR code to visit our website.

Heat pump configuration
Flexible and future-ready, the 
CS3400i is available in 4 outputs: 
4, 6, 8 and 10kW, and as a heat 
pump or hybrid heat pump 
system set-up, making it a great 
choice for many homes.

Flexible, future-proofed heating
Providing heating and hot water all from the natural temperature of the great 
outdoors, the CS3400i split air to water heat pump is perfect for your home and 
the planet. Super quiet, efficient and compact, without sacrificing on power, 
this heat pump packs enough punch to keep you warm all year round.

Why choose the CS3400i split air to water heat pump? 

All under control 

Simple to control, there’s a 
choice of digital thermostats 
to suit your needs, with 
the option to control your 
heating via the Bosch 
HomeCom Easy app with the 
Connect-Key K30.
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†CS3400i heat pump is ready to team up with many of our current boiler 
range for hybrid heating, visit the website for more information.

*CS3400i 4-10 OR-S model; with average environmental conditions and
a flow temperature of 35 °C.

Easy to control
Simple controls make 
heat pump home 
heating easy

Smart design
Air to water design 
uses air to heat your 
home

Bosch quality
Reliable design, 
guaranteed

Quiet
Enjoy the peace 
with low noise

Efficient
Keep your carbon 
footprint low, with an 
A+++ rating*

Compact
Small but mighty, save 
on your outdoor space

Scan for 
more about 
heat pump 
technology.

Dimensions
4kW outdoor unit  Height: 609mm Width: 976mm Depth: 380mm
6-10kW outdoor unit Height: 864mm Width: 975mm Depth: 380mm
Indoor unit  Height: 700mm Width: 485mm Depth: 398mm
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CS3400i 4kW

Connect-Key K30 CR10H Control

CS3400i 6-10kW
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